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“We needed to implement a 
solution adapted to our service 

offering, advanced contract 

quoting and billing needs. 

Evron did just that with EAS. 

The team at Evron brought their 

knowledge of Acumatica to the 

table, and they helped us 

customize the solution to our 

specific needs and trained our 

staff on how to use it effectively. 

The team was flexible, 

adaptable, and creative in 

solving our complex 

requirements. We highly 

recommend their services.“

~ Will Malcolm, 

Systems & Analytics Manager, 

CSL Group

What is Evron Advanced Service 

for Acumatica?

How can you benefit with EAS?

Evron Advanced Service for Acumatica (EAS) is a 

comprehensive solution designed specifically for 

landscaping and construction companies looking to 

streamline operations and increase efficiency. Our 

software, natively built within Acumatica ERP, allows 

you to easily track your financials, manage contracts 

and quotes, and oversee your crew's activities within a 

single, unified ERP system.

Do you want to avoid dealing with laggy systems, 

difficulty syncing data, and limited customization 

options in your business software? We understand.

With EAS, you create accurate and competitive quotes, 

manage your contracts and billing, and track your 

revenue and expenses, all within one unified system. 

You can also leverage Acumatica’s native advanced 
analytics and reporting features to gain insights into 

your business performance and identify opportunities 

for improvement.

Discover how to reduce costs, improve profits, and 

maximize resources by gaining a 360-degree view of 

your business.
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Evron Advanced 
Service for Acumatica

Key Features

You can accurately define the prices and costs of each service contract quote, 

including materials, labour, and other expenses. This ensures that you stay 

within budget and maximize profitability.

You can define an unlimited number of property measurements per location 

and accurately calculate the materials, labour and other expenses needed for 

a service contract, helping to streamline the bidding and estimation process. 

You can keep track of the time the technicians and other employees start and 

finish the working day. Comparing it to work performed gives you accurate 

reports on employee performance and future payroll payments.

Allows the identification of associated costs and usage of vehicles and any 

other equipment used during the service activities like fuel consumption, 

repairs, equipment usage, lease, insurance, depreciation, and other expenses. 

On top of the pre-existing Acumatica service contract billing types, our 

solution introduces the new Advanced Billing options, which allow you to 

define any number of billing periods with different amounts as needed, 

regardless of the duration of the contracts.

Service Contract Quoting

Equipment Tracking

Crew Time Entry

Property Takeoffs

Advanced Billing
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